
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
marketing associate director. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for marketing associate director

Work closely with ticket sales department to execute sales plan for assigned
athletic events
Understand and navigate the SFDC to understand the progress of a program
from a sales perspective
Work collaboratively with all areas within Duke and LifePoint marketing and
communications (media relations, organizational communications,
publications, online, ) to maximize effectiveness of tactical projects
Work with production vendors and advertisement agencies to implement the
best marketing solutions controlling them to maintain high level of qualities in
each deliverable
Manages and implements enrollment marketing web development projects,
including enhancements to the main BMCC web site and microsite
development
Collaborating with the Enrollment Management and Admissions team staff,
implements the CRM marketing program, , web-based and online campaigns,
ensuring efforts are timely and aligned
Develop, implement and manage brand plan tactics (HCP/POA sales aids and
tools, ) to support the brand strategy, in collaboration with other brand team
members and external agencies/vendors
Develop and execute marketing plans, including advertising and promotion,
which are designed to meet the department’s goals for revenue and
attendance

Example of Marketing Associate Director Job
Description
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scripts, organizing presentations and groups, coordinating spirit groups with
the video board and managing in-game elements
Manages and coordinates the development, implementation and monitoring
of core elements of the brand plans

Qualifications for marketing associate director

Expert knowledge of web tools, social media, communications technologies
and trends
Communicates exceptionally (and with candor)
Experience managing web/media activities
The ideal Assoc
A comprehensive understanding of the dynamics driving the global health
care environment
Product experience in a specialty therapeutic category, Rheumatoid Arthritis


